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Polarimetry and ZDI
Maps for >100 stars, including dozens Sun-like stars
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See et al. (2016)

4446 V. See et al.

Figure 1. Panel (a): the sample of stars used by See et al. (2015) plotted in stellar mass–rotation period space. The stars used in this study are a subset of that
sample and are labelled with a number corresponding to those found in Table 1. This is a similar plot to fig. 3 of Donati & Landstreet (2009). The symbol colour
represents the poloidal energy fraction (ranging from red for purely poloidal, i.e. fpol = 1 − ftor = 1, to blue for purely toroidal, i.e. fpol = 0) and symbol shape
represents how axisymmetric the poloidal component of the field is (ranging from decagons for a purely axisymmetric poloidal field, i.e. faxi,pol = 1, to pointed
stars for a purely non-axisymmetric field, i.e. faxi,pol = 0.). Because of the large number of stars in the sample, symbol sizes have been kept the same for clarity
and do not scale with log ⟨B2⟩ as is usual with this type of plot. A dotted line indicates Ro = 1. Panel (b): chromospheric activity cycle period against rotation
period for the sample of Böhm-Vitense (2007) plotted with open circles (see their fig. 1). Dashed lines indicate the active and inactive branches. Overplotted
is the sample outlined in Section 2 where symbol colour and shape have the same meaning as panel (a). In this panel, symbol size does scale with log ⟨B2⟩ as
indicated by the key. Stars with multiple cycle periods are connected with a dashed line. As with panel (a), each star is labelled with a number corresponding
to those found in Table 1. On both panels the shaded region indicates the range of rotation periods where the active and inactive branches overlap.

Recent studies have shown that the energy stored in large-scale mag-
netic fields also display the same behaviour as LX/Lbol, separating
into the saturated and unsaturated regimes (Vidotto et al. 2014; See
et al. 2015; Folsom et al. 2016). In Fig. 2(b), we plot LX/Lbol against
Rossby number for both our sample (red and blue markers) and the
sample of Wright et al. (2011, grey dots) for context. It is worth
noting that Wright et al. (2011) and Saar & Brandenburg (1999) use
different methods to derive their convective turnover times. This
might result in a small systematic difference between our sample
and the sample of Wright et al. (2011). Fig. 2(b) clearly shows that
our sample lies in the unsaturated regime of the activity–rotation
relation. It is interesting to note that the activity–rotation relation
is continuous at Ro ∼ 1.0 while there appears to be a segregation
of activity branches (red and blue points) at this Rossby number.
Given that activity cycles and coronal X-ray emission are both a
result of dynamo activity, this is perhaps surprising.

3.3 Activity cycle branches

Many studies have examined the possibility that activity cycle pe-
riods may lie on multiple branches. Brandenburg et al. (1998) and
Saar & Brandenburg (1999) investigated this phenomenon in the

ωcyc/" versus Ro−1 parameter space.2 These authors suggested
that a given star can lie on one of two branches, or on both if it
has two cycle periods, and labelled these branches as ‘active’ or
‘inactive’. In Fig. 2(c), we reproduce fig. 1 of Saar & Brandenburg
(1999) with open circle markers. Stars with two cycle period de-
terminations are joined with a dashed line. We note that our plot
is reversed compared with the plot of Saar & Brandenburg (1999)
because we plot against Rossby number rather than inverse Rossby
number. Additionally, there is a range of reliability in the cycle
period values used by these authors (the reliability of the cycle
periods is extensively discussed in their section 2.1). We overplot
our sample of stars using red and blue circles to represent stars on
the inactive and active branches, respectively. This colour scheme
is also used for Figs 2(a) and (b). The decision of which branch a
given star is assigned to is made by eye based on their position in
ωcyc/" versus Ro parameter space. We have coloured a star blue
if it appears to have cycles on both branches. Saar & Brandenburg

2 Saar & Brandenburg (1999) use an alternative Rossby number definition
to the one given here; RoSB = Prot/4πτc = Ro/4π. In this paper, we will
use the definition outlined in the main body of text, i.e. Prot/τ c, and con-
vert values quoted by Saar & Brandenburg (1999) to this definition when
necessary.
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Rosén et al. (2016)

L. Rosén et al.: Magnetic fields of young suns

Fig. 3. Total mean field strength as a function of age and mean radial, meridional and azimuthal field strengths as a function of age. The stars are
represented in the same way as in Fig. 1.

compared. Figure 3 depicts how hBi and hBri, hBmi and hBai
vary with age, and all magnetic field strengths are also listed in
Table 3. It turns out that hBai is strongest in 13 out of 16 maps
while hBmi is weakest in 15 out of 16 maps.

The two observation epochs of EK Dra show a magnetic en-
ergy which is 7 and 13 times larger than the highest value for
any of the other stars (Fig. 2). The highest value for the other five
stars is found for the oldest star, 1 Cet, although both HN Peg
and ⇡1 UMa have similarly high values. The lowest value is
found for �1 Ori, which is about 4 times smaller. However, both
HN Peg and �1 Ori exhibit a relatively large span in magnetic
energy corresponding to di↵erent epochs, with a ratio of highest
to lowest of 3.6 and 2.6, respectively.

For EK Dra, hBi is 66 G and 89 G for the two epochs, respec-
tively, which is at least 2.5 and 3.4 times larger than for any other

star with values ranging between 13�26 G. HN Peg alone has a
span of 13�25 G. A similar pattern is seen for hBai, but with an
even larger discrepancy between EK Dra and the other stars. The
mean radial field strength, hBri, is 29 G for the 2012.1 epoch of
EK Dra. This is about twice as large as for any other epoch, in-
cluding the 2007.1 of EK Dra which has a similar strength to four
of the observation epochs of HN Peg. Again, the lowest strength,
5 G, is found for �1 Ori. A similar pattern is seen for hBmi, but
with slightly lower strengths overall.

�1 Ori displays two polarity switches during the four years
it was observed, as can be seen in Figs. A.6�A.7. From the end
of January to the beginning of February 2007, the visible pole
has a negative radial field and the meridional field is dominantly
negative with a small positive area close to the pole. A year later,
at the end of January to the beginning of February 2008, the
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Polarimetry and ZDI
Direct observation of solar-like magnetic cycles
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Boro Saikia et al. (2016,2018)
O. Kochukhov

A&A 594, A29 (2016)

Fig. 4. Correlation between the di↵erent activity indicators and the longitudinal field |Bl|, where the dashed line represents least square fit to the
data and the Pearson’s r is shown in the plot. Top left: anti-correlation between S-index and |Bl| over six epochs of observations. The bold crosses
represent the mean and standard deviation as dispersion. Only the mean values are included in the fit. Top right: plot showing the correlation
between S-index and H↵-index over seven epochs of observations. Bottom left: correlation between S-index and CaIRT-index over seven epochs
of data. Bottom right: correlation between H↵-index and CaIRT-index over seven epochs of data.

Fig. 5. Variation of X-ray luminosity of 61 Cyg A determined through
XMM-Newton observations. The black squares show new previously un-
published results.

parameters used in our ZDI code. These input parameters are
varied within their error bars and the resulting dispersion is taken
as error bars, as shown in Table 2.

5.1.1. Epoch 2007.59

The large-scale surface magnetic field of 61 Cyg A at epoch
2007.59 exhibits a simple dipolar magnetic geometry. Figure 7
shows this large-scale magnetic field geometry reconstructed
into three components: radial, azimuthal and meridional. The ra-
dial component of the magnetic field exhibits strong negative-
polarity magnetic regions at higher latitudes and positive-
polarity magnetic field at lower latitudes. On the other hand, the
azimuthal field component is dominated by two positive polarity
magnetic field regions between the pole and lower latitudes. The
Bmean, which is the average of the surface magnetic field from
the reconstructed maps, is 12 ± 3 G. The poloidal magnetic field
dominates, accounting for 93 ± 5% of the magnetic energy seen
in Stokes V. The fraction of the magnetic energy in other field
components is shown in Table 2. As shown in Fig. 8, almost
100% of the poloidal magnetic energy is stored in the lower or-
der spherical harmonics modes, l  3.

5.1.2. Epoch 2008.64

In epoch 2008.64 the large-scale magnetic field in the ra-
dial component exhibits a similar magnetic geometry as recon-
structed for epoch 2007.59, shown in Fig. 7. However, the mean
magnetic field (Bmean) is weaker than in the previous epoch,
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Flux cancellation problem

How much magnetic field do we see in polarisation?
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Flux cancellation problem

How much magnetic field do we see in polarisation?
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Carroll (2016) Solid: Stokes V from original map

Dashed: Stokes V from l ≤ 5

longitudinal flux

total field

5

Most magnetic energy is missed by polarisation analyses
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Zeeman broadening studies
Significant recent progress for T Tau stars and M dwarfs

Measurements for ∼5 G0-5 active Sun-like stars 
(Saar’s PhD thesis, conference papers in 80s and 90s, Andersson et al. 2010)

FeH, Ti I lines 
@ 1-2.2 μm

Reiners & Basri (2006)
Johns-Krull (2007)
Shulyak et al. (2017)
Kochukhov & Shulyak (2019)
…

WX UMa: examples of model fit

WX UMa
M6.0

� sin i = 5 km s�1

Prot = 0.78 d

hBis = 6.4 kG

GJ 1245 B
M5.5

� sin i = 8 km s�1

Prot = 0.71 d

hBis = 2.9 kG

AD Leo
M3.5

� sin i = 3 km s�1

Prot = 2.24 d

hBis = 3.1 kG

Cool Stars 19, Uppsala, 6-10 June, 2016 Shulyak, Reiners, Engeln

AB6BS, 2019-04-03 6O. Kochukhov

<B>=7.3 kG

<B>=3.4 kG

<B>=3.1 kG



Zeeman intensification
Most magnetically sensitive lines in the solar spectrum?
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Fe I 5497 Å

Difference between B=0 and 
B=1 kG synthetic spectra
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Figure 2. Theoretical profiles of the four Fe I spectral lines studied
in this paper. Solid lines show calculations for the solar atmospheric
parameters and magnetic field strengths from 0 to 4 kG. The plots
above line profiles schematically show the Zeeman splitting patterns
for the field strength of 4 kG.
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Figure 3. Equivalent width change of the Fe I lines � 5497.5,
5501.5, and 5506.8 Å relative to the Fe I � 5435.5 Å line in response
to the variation of effective temperature (top panel), microturbulent
velocity (middle panel), and magnetic field strength (bottom panel).

Multiplet #15 of Fe I
O. Kochukhov



Inferring total magnetic fluxes

o Magnetic spectrum synthesis modelling of the 
relative Zeeman intensification of 4 Fe I lines
– Fe abundance and Vesini from Fe I 5434 Å
– Two-component fit of

Fe I 5497, 5501, 5507 Å

o Infer B, f and total magnetic flux B ⋅ f
o 11 active Sun-like stars; 59 epochs, based on 641 

individual HARPSpol, ESPaDOnS, Narval observations

AB6BS, 2019-04-03

IB 6=0f + IB=0(1� f)

8O. Kochukhov



EK Dra

B ⋅ f = 1.40 ± 0.07 kG
B = 3.5 ± 0.8 kG
f = 0.40 ± 0.11
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Figure 4. Illustration of the determination of magnetic field
strength B and filling factor f for HD 129333 (2009.02 epoch). The
greyscale corresponds to the �2 of the fit to the three magnetically
sensitive Fe I lines. The best fitting parameters, B = 3.5 kG and
f = 0.4, are indicated with the cross. Solid lines show one, two,
and three-sigma confidence limits. The dashed line corresponds to
the B · f = const curve.

Figure 5. Magnetic field measurement for HD 129333 (2009.02
epoch). The average observed profiles of the four Fe I lines are
shown with black symbols connected by solid lines. The grey curve
in the background corresponds to ± twice the standard deviation for
each pixel of the observed spectra. The thick red solid line shows
theoretical spectrum for the magnetic model yielding the lowest �2

according to Fig. 4. The dashed line shows the corresponding non-
magnetic spectrum.

Figure 6. Same as Fig. 5 for HD 1835 (2013.70 epoch).

Figure 7. Same as Fig. 5 for HD 20630 (2013.70 epoch).

O. Kochukhov

Prot = 2.6 d, log(LX/Lbol) = �3.51, ve sin i = 17.0 km s�1
<latexit sha1_base64="g6FnTxt+NxTHmgiSy0hupvjfZ/8=">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</latexit>



!1 Cet

B ⋅ f = 0.49 ± 0.04 kG
B = 2.6 ± 0.5 kG
f = 0.19 ± 0.05
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Prot = 9.2 d, log(LX/Lbol) = �4.58, ve sin i = 4.7 km s�1
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LQ Hya

B ⋅ f = 2.01 ± 0.23 kG
B = 4.9 ± 1.8 kG
f = 0.41 ± 0.10
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Prot = 1.6 d, log(LX/Lbol) = �3.03, ve sin i = 28.3 km s�1
<latexit sha1_base64="JxA63/Pd4Av7gLZ6hcTdPZ3kgx4=">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</latexit>



Preliminary results

<B>I=B ⋅ f vs. Prot <B>I vs. log Lx/Lbol

Magnetic flux as a function of Prot and X-ray

AB6BS, 2019-04-03

A tight correlation with X-ray luminosity
12O. Kochukhov



Preliminary results

<B>V vs. <B>I <B>I / <B>V vs. <B>I

Total field <B>I vs. large-scale (ZDI) field <B>V

AB6BS, 2019-04-03

ZDI recovers 2-12% of the total field
13O. Kochukhov



Preliminary results

B vs. <B>I f vs. <B>I

Field strength and filling factor vs. <B>I
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Filling factor increases with magnetic flux 
14O. Kochukhov



Take away messages

o Total magnetic fields above 300-400 G can be reliably 
measured using differential Zeeman intensification

o This methodology is applicable to fast rotators

o ZDI recovers only 2-12% of the total magnetic field

o Total fluxes strongly correlate with X-ray luminosity 
and less so with other stellar parameters

o Magnetic filling factor increases with the mean field 
strength
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